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ABSTRACT 1.

A needs assessment project being-conducted in
Jacksonville, Florida and at Florida Junior College is described. The
major intent of the project.is Stated to be the development of a
valid, compnterized model which will enable an educationel. system to
research the educational needs of its community and to develop
quantified data for decision-makinki. The report reviews 'selected
research' literature and lists the objectives and beiefits Which flow
frog such a needs assessment. Major project procedures are*outlined,
including site selection, methods of Mitt acquisition, the
development of baseline and critical decision-Making data,,and means
of updating the data file. The developmental sequence for the
proposed model is also described, beginning-with the.data bassets,
development, proceeding through the stages of protopype evolution,
and concluding with the testing, revision and complete documentation
of the model. Lastly, the educational significance of such a model is
discnssed. APB)
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tt044X A, cON POO 'ow pe roxs, INTRODUCTION

Needs Assessment is a project aimed at everyone 'who is denied fulfillment
of his potential by providing ammunition to Influence planners, administrators,
boards,- teachers, et al, to examine their attitudes in light of "effective"

i per\
humanized education service.

, ,

For.toolong, the needs being met by the educational system have been
N'- those needs implied from the past by evaluating the-existing course offerings
00110, and emphasizing general academia, rather than evaluating the individual
CD needs for curriculum change based on community improvement.' Educatort have,

CZ rarely been aware of the'educatiohal heedt of the changing community

LW they terve,and their planning efforts have suffered accordingly.

Education can' no longer hope-that it is meeting the needs of all the
people. It mist know! Education must create a-method to evaluate what
the needs are, which needs are most important, and how they can be MT
met. If the educational system wishes.to.contihue to serve as the agent
for shaping tach,person into a valuable, well-adjusted,- and productive
citizen, it must develop a vehicle determine . e c anging
needs of society,- and give valid-results with which decision:Makers can.
change the internal functions of education.

Since resources must be allocated within budget constraints, the
educational system, in order to make effective decisions, must not only
be aware of resource requirements but also the value of one service as
compared to another. A

This paper presents the-approach to be taken in developing the Needs
Assessment model in three parts: A description df the study with a review
of related literature, the procedure to be followed in the analysis and
computerization of the simulation model, and the significance of the Needs
Assessment model to the educational system, and society.

VESCRIPTIONLOF STUDY AND VALUE

The educational system has existed to help the individual realize
his full potential through self-improvement and skill training. However,
the offerings of education-often fail to meet the-needs according to the
priorities of the community-served.

DR. ,KATIE -D. TUCKER holds degrees in mathematics, finance-fiscal managementlin
educational- administration, and systemt planning froM the University of

thern Mississippi and Florida State University.. She is presently the
rectorOf the Central Florida Community Colleges Consortium in Educa-

410 6 ,tional Planning and Needs Assessment funded through Federal Grant monies
and local college funds.
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jOr tot:, long, the needs being met by the educational system have been
those needs vociferously expressed by a selective group of active citizens.

Therefore,, educators rarely are_aware of the educational:needs of 11-

citizens - especially those citizens who'lack a truly effeCtiVe vg ce in

fhe educational process., /

Change for the sake of change is not the answer. Milliont of dollars
have been spent in the_attempt to reach and to terve, with no real attempt
being made to determine what the true needs are Educators'must have an
in-depth, objective, consistent vehicle to.dynamically-evaluate the-educational-
ne4ds of all the community - not just the needs Of one segment of .the
community, who by virtue of birth or position is Most audible.

The Needs Assessment Project (NAP) will:provide the vehicle tnrough
the development of a computerized simulation model by Which the coOmunity
educational needs can.be sensed. The model will be,deVeloped using\a community
College as-the prototype, and will be flexible for replication in any

educational system. . The community college was chosenbecause it is an .
institution working to fill the gap left in the formal:education system..
Its turriculum is broad, encompassing .community interest courses, career
education programs, technical and adult continuing education programs,
university transfer courses and-both pre-professibnal and-para- professional
training.

The model's primary purpose is to classify, organize,. and prioritize
community needs so that the educational system can assign these needs to
the proper administrative unit for,changes to be planned and implemented:

The broad objective ittodevelop a model that will allow the educational
system to: (arank the community's educational needs-in theirJoder of
importance, (b ). develop alternative plans to meet. those needs-, 4c) determine
budget allocation guidelines-according to need'priorities;.(d) monitor the

benefit or value °fa:need-as compared to its cost, i.e., discover If
fulfilling a need is economically-feasible, and (e) develop a continuing,

',dynamic system to.evaluate the educational system's effectiveness in
meeting community needs.

The following details. the objectives, as well as lists specific
benefits of the comprehensive model to education and the communities.
served -by theeducational sytteM.

OBJECTIVES

I. :Develop a data collection model to determine needs of the total population.

2. Establish a hierarchy of community education needs.
A

3. Relate the assessed needs according to the geographical distribution of

the -commutittypepulat ien--characteristics.

. Enable education to compare its present status with the assessed needs

identified by the study.



5. From assessed needs, state measurable, meaningful goals and objectives
that can be interpreted into short and long range plans:

6. Develop and apply cost/utility analysis to acceptable alternatives
designed:to n*et objectives. . %.

\
.

-

7. implement selected solution from alternatives to,meet ea eb objective.
A--

8. Monitor the results Of implemented tOlutions to evaluate effectiveness
through' folloW-up analysis (validity of data)._

9.- Give direction for "new money requirements'' when prioritils are beyond
budget constraints.

, .

.

:10. Improve community relations through greater understanding and involvement]
with the educational system,

. 47
11: IinprOve-lines of communications betwgen)Ithe community and the total

fl

educational system, leading to continuous educational exchange.

12, fncrease awareness of aOminiitratot as to how their educational
institution can meet tommunity needs through an 'improved management

II

process.

fat

BENEFITS

Individual. Educational Systems':
---\_

-1.''' Bring Needs Assessment:Ante the administrative procesi As.a sUcestkOT
on-going division servi4-es il. constant and valid link between 4
institutions .of education and community.

.2. Increase the emphasisoninformation s'har'ing along adminiStrators.//

... -

de- emphasize autonomy, stress freedom of operation. fl/

/I. , /
//,,

3. EncoUrage use of advanced technology allowing the administration //

to make direct use of the Needs Assessment's. findingsj4
.

. - . :- ''', 0
,

.. Show that needs data can becoMe more variable by using alternati)tes
derived from advances An technology 'and data gathering methods.iii

ii

5 Provide for better course offerings -on .a long-range sequential
planning scaletO assist stud ts in their course sequence pla, ing,
thereby enabling them.to enie the employment market on a pla d

schedule.

6. Encourage more innovation and flexibility in scheduling course(
offerings and in making long-range projections. This can assfst
administrators in:

7

.

(aj. determining the number of.instructors needed, !)

(b) achieving the fullesibT67.1rill-zationof---f-a.e4-14t-ies-,_/.

)it
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(c) making faculty retraining and placement more effective,

(d) increasing thetudenes choide,of course offerings, and'

-160roving teacher selections basdd-bn student and -COMmunitY-

needs.

7. Make available timely information,to the various administrations so that
facUlty training and toOrdynatton can be brought in line with the
priority of needs.

8. Improve total student services through better inforMation as to
community :needs :

CoMmuni tyi

1. Provide geographic kreakdowhs concerning the needs of the community
so specific needs can be determfned for each area. . .

2. Provide a capable, well-adjusted student to fill a real community need.

3. Bring about within the community a' me faliorabli tikessibn of
education, resulting, in voluntary action and invevekent on the

part of the community.

4. 'Increase community awareness of its own needs in terms of:

(a) growth and i ts 'effect on the employment market,

e

(b) social 'pride and citizenship,

(.c) cultural involvement and appreciation,

(d) a sOundcommun,ity economy,

(e) ecological requirements for community improvement,

(f) communication among the many heterogeneous groups to
minimize the 'gap in socio-economic differences (low income
vs. high income, educated vs. nonreducation, veteran vs:
non-veteran, laborer vs.. professional , etc.),

(g) a joint community planning effort, and

(h) a reductiOn of apathy,' misunderstanding and breakdowns in

communication. c

Infinite Education Exchange (Total Sharing): .

1.4 Links among the community educational information systems will:

(a) -0Vdvide optimum information sharing,

(b) eliminate duplication of effort,



(c) pro4ide better planning and input data foe decision making,
' &d

(d) create better inter-institutional relationships..

2. Educational institutions will be better able to

(a) relate to one another through planning flexibility in the,
.curriculum,

(b) provide students with more transfer mobility,

(c) reduce rigidity of programt.

(d) emphasize,individual student need rather than fixed academic
requirements, and

A

(0y improve transferability of financial aid, thus helping the
disadvantaged of the community.

A

The informiiion 'flow for planning,,organizing,and evaluatingiong-,
range-curriculum will be provided via a-computerized simulation model
to:

(a) improve bud eting techniques,

(b) prolect long-rang objectiyes accurately,

110 improve facility planning,

(d) allocate human resources accurately, and
,

(e) utilize resources optimally through a4tumanittic systems
approach.

4. The value of the model to the individual citizen will be evident
through an increase in the number of expressed community needs and.a'
decrease in the. time interval between an expressed need and the
iiiiiaiT5nal system's meeting that need.

Aelated'Research:.

A review of literature indicates that the identification of
educational needs has become a focalpoint in community and educational,
conferences and assemblies (1). Legislatures and state departments
have also begun to state their concern for immediate efforts in Needs
Assessment. In Florida, the Department of Education has clearly stated
its commitment to a program of statewide needs assessment. The
Department stated that:

"The effort to secure clear: goals and objectives is supported,at
the state level by needs assessment activities designed to identify.
broadly those goals which' education should OUrsue and to collect
information for assigning priorities. Such needs assessment

-------encompos-s-getterivLedigation,.occupational education, and advanced

professional education." (-67-07-1-0)------

5
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Atthe.natiOnal level, President Nixon

in an address to Congress on March 3, 1970, stated, "the greates
need in the school systems of the nation itYiobegtn,theresponsible
open measurement Of how well the t tonal 'Orficett_i is working".

14, pg. 24)

In:Californfa, studies similar in purpose to the Needs Assessment
Project are being conducted by the North California Development Center
in Chico. In 1972, they published a manual titled "Educational Goals
and.Objectives 7 A Model Program for Community and Professional
Involvement" (5) It is considered a program to measure and rank
community needs, setting goals and objectives,. based entirely on the
opinions of a cross section of the community.[ Needs Assessment wl41
go beyond this; initial step by collecting actual community data, place
'eMphasis on the dynamic nature of the model to'continuallxmonttor the
'community, evaluate the effectiveness of education in meeting needs, and
'incorporate cost-benefit analysis.

A project complementary to NAP was proposed in 1964 and today is"
known as National Assessment. (14,.15) The first six years of the
project were focused on information gathering and in the fall of
1969, data collection in three subject areas began. Development,of the
information, dissemination activities, however, are still in the early
stages.

National Assessment begins with the basic premise that educational
-needs and goals are already determined. Thus, their project concentrates di
dn the setting of standards by which students from across the country-can mw
be measured.. While this is a worthwhile project, NAP will differ in two
respects. First, NAP will assess actual needs and provide the information
to help-Set more realistic goals. Second, NAP, while developing a model
that can be generalized to'all, na tion,areas of theation, is not concerned with
.national needs. Its pr4mary purpose is to determine community needs and
,id community educationql systems in best meeting those needs.

Battelle Memorial Institute in HA Survey of Educational Needs," (18)
developed a questionnaire covering all aspectsof the community college;.
from management analysis to course requirements., This questionnaire was
designed for a cross section of administrators, parents,"students and
community groups. While this procedure established an important vehicle
for feedback from the community, it did not provide the type of in-depth
information that is needed for a cOnstructive needs assessment and also
lacks a dynamic feature of continuous updating. Needs Assessment must
be an on-going effort if it is to keep education.in touch with the changing
needs of the community.

. 4
The National Laboratory For Higher Education has developed a tool

for the involvement of community groups in the procets of assigning
priority to educational goals. (2, 3) GOALS (Goal Setting for Organiza-
,tional Accountability: A Leadership Strategy) emphasizes face-torface
communication with up to 30 participants representing community and college.



The purpose is to 5eaChan overall consensus on the rank order; of Over-
all,Purpose Goals, institutional Ends Goal., and Management Support
Goals.

The major constraints -of this model Are: (I) it has predetermined
the set of goals from which to choose: and. (2) it assumes, that a maximum'

0'30 people represent a sufficient cross-section of the community Such
that the consensus they reach will'be unbiaSed: However, the model does
have a value in establishing an initial assumption in terms of overall-
educational goals (evaluation over time will establish the actual goals)
and further study of its implications for NAP will be necessary.-

Louis Parker, (17) in his doctoral dissertation, looks at different
mechanisms that have been used for innovation in many,fields and their
application to.educational innovation. He is Orimarily concerned with
the innovator himself, describing him as an "innovational champion,'
and the best ways which he or she can operate to achieve desired change.
Parker is.primarily considering the second step of a two step process;
i.e., what the innovator must do after he has recognized the need for
change. NAP complementt his concern with the first, step; that of provid
ing the information necessary to recognize those needs.

Walter J. Foley, (8) as principal investigator of a Management ,
Information-Sy$Cem Project under an Office of Education geani, is
interested in developing an MIS covering all aspects of .the educational
process. A specific: area of interest in this system is titled
"Miubions and Goals' Statement." In it, Foley is conce'ned with
developing a system that would be responsiVe to the information needs
of decision-makers. He'recognizes the need for the development and
construction of a comdon data base and the.need for making information
gathering an on-going process. This study appears to have major
implications to NAP in establishing the educational data bank for"
(a) Resources, (b) Financial Allocation, (c) Pupil eequirementa,(d)
Personnel requirements and (e) Instructional programs. NeedsTlsessment
will move beyond the immediate education system, however, to draw data
"from the total community concerning prospective students, trends in
skill needs for the community, and the changing social=cultural
environment.

The Needs Assessment Project offers a different approach to the
assessment of educational needs. It focuses on the community'from
which education draws its input and into which it sends its output.
NAP upon its completion will act as a catalyst between the community
and the educational system, providing an unbiased medium in which the
two can interact to better solve problems and meet community educational
needs.

One.ofthe strongest of these needs has been highlighted by-United
StateStommissionerof Education, Sidney Marland. .He charged that half
of the high school-students in the United States are being offered "what
amounts'to irrelevant general educational pap." He stated thatAlthough
the educational system is largely geared toward college preparation,.'
only 20 percent of thestudents ever receive .A degree. Of the-other
80 percent,l'Ully one -half receive no occupational-training (21, pg. 1)

Thus, 40 percent of all students Teaving school have been given I

no training with which to find a job and no backgeoundlo rely on if'. t'

the need to change jobs ever arises. The effort must be made to find

-7



these people, to draw them back into the educationa) syst6 and to
provide them with the skills necessary to find a job equal to their
capabilities and to smoothly make transitions between jobs. ,The
Needs Assessment Project., through the measurement of*community needs
and the evaluation of the educational system, is making this effort.

PROCEDURE

To develop a simulation model that is realistic and to-evalqate the
effectiveness of the computerized model in sensing-educational needs,'ail
educational system mint be selected for analysis and implementation. That
system will be Florida Junior College. The Jacksonv,lle area will-provide-

, the community base in which the model will operate.-

Flotida-Junior'College and JackSonville are chosen because of their
size, complexity, and' responsiveness to Needs Assessment. The needs in
Jacksonville are dynamically changing as a result of theindustrial
expansion and ,population boom. (11) -Jacksonville', the "Gateway-to
Florida," is one of the foremost transportation and distribution centers
in the Southeast. Population growth has been apersistent element in the
total area for the past .100 years. The problems brought on by the
population explosion (528,865 in 1970) (201 have fallen into many areas in,
addition-to education such as taxation, bond indebtedness,,public works,
inadequacies,,recreation and health needs, public safety, and crime
.delinquenCy. BeCause of'the widespread effect on all citizens of this
area, much concern is being generated About keeping pace'With the changing
community needs:' If the poPtlation continues to rise (and itis expected
to double by 1990)4 then the,changtng population distribution,shifting
the emphasis%in educational needs, must be.continuOusly studied and improved.
(9, pg. V) The most severe problems are concentrated in the'inner city,
but suburbia is contributing significantly to the changing needs also

Florida Junior Ccillege,-as a comprehensive community 'educational
system, can effectively serve as the prototype for the overall model develop7 -

invent. it is a.multi-campUs institution_with over 100.coMMunitycenters
located-throughout the-city to serve the brOad.area covered by consolidated-.
Jacktonville, the largest,Incorporated city in the nation.. ..Florida Junior
College opened .its doors in September, 1966 with 2,579,studehtS.' (16)
In 1971-72, 41,541 students were enrolled. (7) _It, is expected:that-the-
enrollment will reach 65;000 by:1980,. Thus, lt"becoites:extremely important
,hat the allocatiOn of resources And planned'curriculuM reflect the educational
needs of the extremely diverse groups that constitute the potential. student
body.

It is on the basic assumption thatjacksonvtlle and Florida Junior
College indeed provide a reliable bise for the development of .a computerized
simulation model that they proposed for use in the prOtoty0e.- The macro
ePProach-that will.be built into the model to*conimodate the many aspects
of the.oimunity will be all-encompaising and result. in an indepth,.
total,simUlation model, replicable throtighout the:country.

Data Acquisition'and Analysis

There will be three approaches taken in,data acquisition and analysis.
These are the collection of baseline data, identification of critical
decision making data; and continuous updating data files. The Purpose
of the modular approach to the data base is to move from using past data
to predict future, to using present data to predict ftiture,-- a major

.achievement.
8



Baseline Datb

'The retrieval of txisting, data from already well-studied areas will be
aCcomplished:--(Set Figure I for the data'base collection in flowchart
form..) This, of course, IS a time-consuming effort since decisions must
be made about the data available based on the quality, relevance, and iterative
approachts for keeping the data current. The-preliminarY stage in analysis
of existing data will be through the use of census.information available in
summary tapes.

Data will be retrieved through,DUALABS-MOD3 (10) programs, merged
and converted for Mapping by MATCH (19, pg. 128), and mappeirto gain visual.
'perspective as to geographic relationships vii SYMP.. (12)

Knowledge of factors unique to certain areas could-play an important
role in the final assessment of needs by ldtalt, as,well as portray where
to locate new services; It-could be that changes will be occurring that
will,have a major effect'on population shift, population growth, the
emphasis in eduCation, etc.,,that only the professional planners of the
community have knowledge about. Therefore, the professional planners
involved in schools and the total educatign of the community should be
included i-n the study of community needs to insure that the model represents
the changing and growing population.

The factors_used for the analysis of'educational needs Must be dynamic
so that changes Can be made constantly to reflect the changing community
requirements occurring through time. Some of thefattors that should
be studied include future. school population projections in each area,
planned traffic patterns and transportation networks, land use changes and
land costs (costs,now and prdSected futurecosts), bask demographic
characteristics,' planned industrial suburb movement,*shifting. community
interests, new'skills needed, and changing economic emphasis.

Critical Decision-Making Data

The second form of data acquisition involves the identification.of
college goals and objectives in terms of budget allocation. It also
requires an analysis of present data collected'and imPlications for further
variables that must be collected in order to create amatrix of present
priorities,..1 The community becoMes involved in this stage in moving the present
prio;-ity listing of educational needs toward a convergence of what the prtority
listing should be to better meet community needs. This requires the break-
down of all segments of the college and community to better analyze needs
by category.,

Continuous *acing Data File

° The last form of data acquisition is the most important fn that it
establishes a centralized concept for maintaining a file of future educational

needs. This file is two-fold: (1) Prospective student needs and (2) prospective
employment needs. The exact manner of sensing these community needs will
requirean in-depth analysis of the community; logical, Common-sense
planning; a study ofother-syStems throughout the nation thbt may give
insight; and an on-going testing, evaluation and feedback for corrective
action proCess for improving the centralized concept to'data acVstion.,
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At present, thl hypothesis is 9,0t tbi.9-subset of the deta base can be

achieved by forminq an over-ill allege call.-ir/write-# h *center where

euestions reeardingthenfferings of thwcollege Are recorded - before they

are referred to the decentralixed-diVtsions -.00.a trending data

subset is continu4WY updated., ..The underlying'iissumption is that the.

"service" dliision Of the cofiege.(such as admissions, registratiOn,

Purchasieg, etc,) tan be separated fpm the stiident.euutatienal platieing,
divisions; -i.A.c, service functions eXist dye to .5tudelnt needs.- Once

this data subset i4. effectiVely Workthi, and'immediate file' updating beconiei,

a rei3iq. (thtougb-terralial Sqteratt+onatt the time information is received)`,

the 'implications can Oresepted in-quantTed forT.t.O'collifge (fecisinei

makers and to the community. ''-/tit will also.ilivedirection forjurther

analysis .when discrlapapiles-exTtf; .ISee Figure .2 for a relationship of

innOt-Process-outOut 61 the overall, model in forming this subset of the

database.)

The-major.intent of- this proposed project is to develop a valid, realis-

tic model by whichtte enOcational system can research the education needs ,

ofjhe community-- dynamicIlly/continuously - and have the quantified data oe.
to.base its'decision for service to the commonity. lt is further

ietgnded to computerize the,Model', and test the simulation prOtesses over

time until we can truly say that the model is the-best possible vehicle
available far sensing the eduCational needs and providing-educational'

management 'with thebetit data .for decision making. The model' -gill then

be exportable-tti anfedutational system in the nation for effective "

educational planning. It will, be programmed in a computer language compat-

ible wtth most operating systems to insure its universality and eptimuiv

usefulness. (See.F4gere 4 for interaction resulting in Prototype IleveroOment.

To guarantee, that this project is assimilated into educational' Planning,

it.is:very important' .hat the college adminiStratpn be,trained to understand

and *irk with the needs assessment process. This-process; when finally

instalted. within the college administrativeffameworlovill bectiMe an inZe4re

Part of it, inyoliied on all' levels, It play a dual. able, funetioniel

both as a disseminator of information :40 as an information gatherin4

network. For example, in student counseling, tht4nforynatfon supplied

by the project concerning Community trends will'be invaluable in giving the

student realistic advice on career choide and Olacement:"_Thecounseling

officer will also be a valuable part of:the information Otherine function,

providing feedback on studeht interests., and needs. The edmissions.office

and the,office of the registor can provide other trendiee information on

what is occurring,

These:offices receive a-wide Variety ofieguiries on possibl-e. coure

ofierings and 'Other collegeservices that retlect.the needs ofa *ree

segment of the-Population. This represents a primary infoOmition source

that shOUld be incorporated in any needs assessmerA project. .Therefore

the aWiTFTS will hopefully result with the/Creation of -e. cedilr that takes

'those inquires regardingo9rseAfferings giving -a central pliCe Where

;potential: students-' can reqUest informaion,, It would, also allowpfpi"Wn ono.,

:going analysis of those inquiries getting an indication of.demend inxvrriculum.
a

ti
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On the other hand, direction can be given Tat continuous fol ov up
studies to evaluate the significance and/or effect of the,changing
instruction on the:students.' The follow-up analysis would, therefore,
improve the budget distribution based on the effectiveness of one orogram
as compares to another in meeting the individual needs of.the citizens of
the comma. ty.

Phase 11-

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES .

DataBase Development
1.

This phase will lay the basic foundation upon which die model is to
be built. It is extremely Important that the model have an accurate and
comprehensive data base if it is to provide,a productive link between'61mmunity
and college.

First, there must be an identification of areas of educational need.
This will follow a two-market approach', that deeds will be identified
relating to the provision of education for the job market and for continuing
education. Educational needs will also be studied from thepersonal level,,
identifying needs for social and cultural development.

Since the basic model apprbach is that'of adiiirepancy Model, this
phase will also define -specific items of educat'onarneed relative to the
jobs under study. Thus, each job can be defined by the.set of items Whiph
compose it. This.same procedure can be followed In defining individual.
educational assets relative to. jobs. The specific 'items of education
that an individual may have can be broken,doun so that an individual may
be identified for the purposes of the model, in terms of these items.

From these two sets of items; the model will then match the 'individual
wha possesses .a given set of educational' items wish a job which requires
a gixen set of educational items and produce the educational needthat ,

must be fulfilled by the school system.

The term "educational need". here does not only apply to job requirements.
The Needs Assessment model will be extended to include personal, social and
cultural needs as-well.

Phase IL Initjal Prototype.Development

This phase consists of two basic parts. .First is.the establishment
of the basic prototype structure. To be determined is the internal logic
sequence the model will fotlow and what algorithmic procedures will be used
in establishing relationships among variables. In order to do this, a
preliminary hierarchy of needs will have to'be determined and combined
with the algorithmic subsets to develop a detailed program flow-chart.

Second in This phase is the development of a' computerized" framework for
the model. To b..p. determined here will be the' appropriate computer language
and. the numerical techniques to be used for data generation. The detailed
flow-chart w411 haue,to be'converted into computer language and tested for
inconsistecies with sample data.

3
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flATA COLLECTION MODEL
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Phase III: Model Testing

This phase will test the-mode) in three areas. First is the validity
of Its operating characteristics. This includes checking for errors in the
variables themselves. NavevatAiables that add little to the predictive
capability of the. model been include or have variables that are important
not been included? Also, errors in the logic of the model must be tested.

Seeond, tests will be made on the dynaMic capabilities of the model.
Static characteristics will be removed where possible%and tests run to
insure that changes over time in thelasic variables 'reincorporated in
the model. _

Third,' the reliability of the model output data will be tested. .

Simulated data will be cempared,,With historical data to determine predictive
capabilities. The model will be studied for realism.and also to insure the
understandability of model oftputi

Phase IV: Model Evaledtion and Verification

This phase-is.primaeily interested in two a'rea t.. first, the accuracy
of the model in describing the actual workings of the,Needs Assessment-
logic flow will be evaluated. The evaluation will-be. in terms of 'Whether
or not the oarput data is in a suitable form for decision makers, sufficiently
disaggregated to formrjudgments by area, and practical given the institutional
framework in which it must be implemented.

And second, the parameter estimates of the model will be evaluated
.

for' bias and consiktency. This involves continuous menitortng,..evaluation., ..-

and corrective feedback into-the-moAe1.-

Phase V: *del Revision ,

As a 'Continuation of Phase IV, this phasewill incorporate into the
model the results of the previous evaluations,, The model will also
continue to be closely monitored and,evaluatedaecoeding to defined
benchmark checkpoints in 'bider to maintain control as progreSSoccurs.
At each checkpoint, if any deviation occurs from the guidelines, it will
result An either-a correction of the-model-itself or a revision of the ,

guidelines to bring them more closely into accord with the developing -

_recogeitiOn:of the true needs.

Phase VI: Complete Documentation

One of the most important goals of the project is to build the model
in such a way that it is replicable in other areas. This phase will identify

. potential recipients of the model and describe for them the models hardware
constraints, software characteristics and-application areas and uses.
Tbis involves extensive development .of recipient/developer coordination ,

in the distribution, training and follow-up procedures to insure Optimum
utilization.

15
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SIGNIFICANCE OF NEEDSSSESSMENT

The public education system'exiits.to Serve the society that operates
it The Oogramsit offers, the type of education it gives its student,
shouldreflect,,the:needs of the society. . In the 19th century that society'.
was very Uncomplicated with little need for highlktrained- workers. If

a person was going-to leave the farm to find work he had twomajor choices
either work imlarge assembly line-type faCtories:Ilhat required very

little skill or enter into apprenticeship programs in-WhichAie was trained
on the job. Thus the gap that public education filled in meeting the needs,

_
iof the society was that of providing a literate populace. They were require
I to teach no specialized skills and as a result could work from the one
iclassroom grade-type school.

Many of the 19th century concepts have been carried over to the ,-

present day. Schools seem to still Operate from the-premise that they
should provide only a genera4 education aimed at producing a literate
populace. This is no longer enough for tadayesccomplicated society.
The community needs many and varied skills which can and should be'
provided by, public education,-

Whilenopnearl$ enough has'Been done in this area, community colleges
have takenimijor steps towards filling the gap.- They are providing, at the
community level, the wide variety of specialized training that it needed.'
Buttooinften these colleges have operated on' only _intuition or. political
inflUehe in providing programs, with 1-ittle or no effort at assessing
true community needs, or evaluating the college output, he., student, in
terms of the assessed needs,- This is tOt'tosay-that-thetollege should only
be interested In meeting the job needs of the community. There are .

many personal and social needs of the student that can he provided by 1111.

the community college to produce a better adjusted, well-rounded individual...
Needs_astessment and evaluation should.be directed at both areas..'.

To move from subjective decision-making, with'no assurance of data

\

accuracy on educational needs, to objective decision-making based on
accurate data requires a continuous simulation and analysis of relevant

variables.. The decision made at time t + 1 should be based therefore,
on a higher degree of empirical quality than the decision made, at time t.
This is dependent upon two forms of evaluation : (a) the on-going evaluation

\ of the realism, of the data simulated as compared to the actual social system
being analyzed, and (b) the continuous evaluation of the degree of change
occurring in the.social system (community), as well as the educational

-.system (school). Thus, the major effect of Needs Assessment'iurfaceg --
planned change through effactive eValuation,of community educational
needs for all citizens.

.'50

-

A comprehensive evaluation progranOvith an accurate needs assessment
protest behind it can be an.effective instrument of change within the -,.

college-and within thecommunity. 1n. the college, it shouldIprovide .a.more

. \ flexible and realistic.program for the student, allowing him More opportunity
\- tb_take 'what he needs for-;social and cultural _growth and more channels ,

of training according to his own potential in job skills. The:student: ,. .

\w11 become more responsible for hi_own development deciding more for
himself, and earlier, what course of stud3rhe wants to follow. This putt
.greateryesponsibility'on the student advisorj personnel of the College, 0:
an4 requires &better job placement relationship with thecommunity..

p.
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With.41 the communityi-the needs assessment model results i grea er
job and class mobility, higher individual self-concept, betttrknowle ge

. to the 'ndividual for competing in his society, more help to ,t e problem
yotith,. nd:econmiC impact predictions for local environmentalHplanni g.
As educe ion bet; es more responsive, it builds positive.co nicatio
links between thecbmmunity and educational system such that r= ferendtms
presented to the public and legislatipn can gain greater acce ante.
It also keeps edutationreiponsible to.the,clients for.which exist .

The major ontribution to the community, however, is in.its f cefuln ss
on ending solation through more experience and exposure so re real stic
goals for t reer choices can be made -- beyond whatever is alienable at-the:,
time .they e ter the job market.

.

"Had-Go anticipatecOthe eventual structure of the publi4
school ystem He.surelywouldhave shaped man differently,
Perhaps ith a square little head to match his sqUe're
little oks and hi's square little classrOoms. Surely
He would have made man uniform in height to make lining
up easier in thought to make testing. easier, and in
sentitivi y to make teaching him easier. Athitherthe
Creafor.t ught this work too dull, or-too unimportant,
-Ha neverth less-ducked it and 'we kindly picked it up .

and:have,b en occupying ourselves with it for a number
:/of years:7 13, p. 11}.

__ThejOcitiO0aLSysteM_often-becomet-so-bogged down-in the-maie,Of ---
procedures, standardsi divisions, and tradition._ that it forgets that its
purpbte and existence in thefirst pieceAt-for services .necessary to help
citizens realiZe'their full potential- Thetis, education and any
activities within-the edUcatibnal system, shOuldeXist-only.for the
purpose of complementing instructional service: However, to, do:this,
needs must first be assessed so that the priorities within instruction can
be determined. It follows that discrepancies can be identified, resources
be allocated more in.line.with needs, and valid decisions can be made
through reliable quantification to evaluate the effectiveness and need of
all management areas.,

Needs Assessment can be a tool'to help.education'be more responsive to
the. needs of the citizenry -- showing up discrepancies based on faCts
rather than gueltwork. It is,a tool so much better than anything we have
riQW and can be revolutionary in bringing about positive change-for the most..
:important human process of all -- the edutation Of man. It'canbe'the
-vehicle by which the formal system moves from. its existing state to what it
shOuld be.

CONCLUSION

The major intent of the Needs Assessment Project is to develop
a valid, realistic model by which the education system can research the
educational needs of the community in a continuous basis and have quantified
data on which to base its decisions. In doing this the project will
develop.procedures for ranking educational needs, for determining budget



al104 on guidelines according to need priorities, and:ultimately
devel 'full cost.benefit approeth to needs fulfillment. This will
allowA iOistration to change activities as they are needed, have
justi fl A on When funds are requested, and. provide accountability
to the4Olic for tax.monies spent, for the education of society.

'further
intended to computerize the model providing the

capabil, '.'for large data bases, fast and-raccurate analysis and also tallowtng
adminisf ions to ask °what if" questions. It is a major goal, of the
project-# I this model be fully eipottable to any education system in
the natiOn)for effective:, educational planning.
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